Ascended Masters
At one time there had been a Ritual of Exorcism Project. It was a
means to place a curse on others. Many of the participants had the
demon "Crane." It is an opportunistic bird in feeding. These people seek
to find situations that are to their advantage that they look for their feed.
They do not come to the Archangel Michael Assignment as it is not in
their mind an opportunity to advance in worldly standards of power and
ambition.
Why did they come to the Church Universal and Triumphant, what
did find here, why have many of these left the teachings? It is that they
had been seeking the title of minister, mantle-of-Messenger absent
discipleship and for a direct sponsorship, to be director, manager and
so on. They seek the power that titles bring. Once they do not find that
this is being conferred any longer, they go elsewhere. When El Morya
says, we will no longer have ministers but we will have no-name decree
leaders and generic religios, they go elsewhere. They are the
Machiavellian power seekers. They look to see who is getting ahead.
They seek to apply the principles of Machiavelli that you will do charity
not for charity's sake but that it might be a gain to oneself.
It is the same mission as the: we are of publishers of 50-years.
They do not keep the names of the community sangha current in the
database. To them, if the church members are not paying customers,
they do not have association with them. The giving out of titles of
messenger this and that or Hyksos or naming ones house Morya House
is seeking the power by association.
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Why did they come to the Ritual of Exorcism Project? What they
were looking for was an opportunity to stand on the altar and be as a
chosen and called out Messenger.
This example is for illustrative purposes, it could have been
anyone. The Messenger gave someone a redesigned photo who is seen
standing on the altar. Messenger. Yes, Messenger. Why would anyone
who says they worship the Messenger not replace their photo
representing the power of the Ritual of Exorcism Project when she
specifically asks this be done? They think in terms of now and what
gain they will have. They are not looking at how she would feel. They do
not say, "Oh this will make the Messenger happy if I do this." They will
ask, "What do I gain from this?" They will put the Messenger under the
bus, so to speak, not consider what feelings she might have.
The Messenger may say to them, "Come into alignment! I demand
it of you, this is I speaking." These are not words on a paper however.
They carry the fire, the Messenger is standing there, El Morya is
standing there. Mother Mary is standing there. They do nothing. On the
contrary, they listen to the demon that say, "What will you gain?"
You have asked of this example, why would anyone lose their staff
job over switching out a photo? It is the same one only it has a different
background. The old one has the altar and the new one is a pink
background that even enhances the photo, the colors are obviously
more vibrant. Why?
The demon in control seeks to stand ground that it has control. It
will not leave off the gain it has made thus far. There are black
magicians in the photo that El Morya has wanted to shield the eyes of
his chelas from seeing. This is the demon face-to-face with El Morya. It
is a territory issue of having gaining ground over El Morya that the
demon will not give up territory it has thus far gained through the Ritual
of Exorcism Project.
These seek association with those who have power. They desire
to be close to the Messenger not that they might be chastised and
pummeled in the ego but to enhance the ego and thought wise among
men. When they are chastised, they look for another opportunity
elsewhere as they are not looking to be chastised, they are looking for
opportunity to enhance the ego. Now you see why it is that the
Messenger was often found delivering the fire as these would leave the
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teachings on that account. Now you see why it was such an issue for
those that the Messenger would do this when it was an Ascended
Master delivering the fire that they would pin the Messenger as the
opportunistic, ambitious one when it was they who had these demons.
How are you to recognize this demon? You only need to see
where you might have not passed your daily tests of obedience. For
therein lies your answer. Should you obey unconditionally, you will have
been claimed by the Guru. If you have looked at each "injunction from El
Morya" to be picking and choosing what you will do, the demon claims
you.
The power sought is not only of worldly power, it can be psychic
power. Seeking a position in the false hierarchy is a temptation that will
happen when one is not willing and ready to take on the karmic burden
one is born with that continues throughout life.
One can see this in the temptation of Jesus by Satan. He
promised Jesus life would be easy if you will serve me. This was not so
much as becoming his servant as it was a partnership, a
messengership, being prophet to the false hierarchy and bringing about
their kingdom on earth. Jesus overcame the temptation and willingly
carried his cross.
The crane demon comes to tempt as much as does a Satan, fallen
angel or fallen ascended master. It is worthwhile to note that some
carry this temptation through many embodiedments and it does not
appear in one only. This is perhaps why Jesus gave the teaching, For it
to be scripture learned early in life to embody this teaching as
fundamental throughout ones life, that one does not betray Christ and
build his Church on worldly or psychic power but on the rock of Christ.
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